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Senators propose
new Constitution
by Julia Gross ‘14
The Student Senate tenatively passed a new
constitution Wednesday November 30, and introduced the proposal to the Upper School at
assembly Monday, December 5.
A special committee made changes to the
constitution after “it became evident that there
was a lot of dissatisfaction, and that the current
document was ineffective,” said Vice President
Ben Miller ’13. The process for drafting a new
constitution began during the summer.
“After that, we got enough of a framework
that we felt it was worth bringing it to the Senate, and we [Senate] spent a lot of time discussing and fleshing it out,” said Miller. “Now we
have a draft that we think is worth bringing to
the student body and we introduced it to everyone.”
In addition to a presentation at the assembly,
the document was emailed to all Upper School
students.
photo by P. Hilsee
Two major changes made to the previous
Lower School sandwich makers take their work seriously during the annual Day of Service, November 23, which constitution include reducing the number of
is, in effect, the school’s only mandatory service program. See Community Service commentary on p. 11.
senators per grade, and putting emphasis on a
concrete understanding of the responsibilities
of all positions in senate.

Sarbanes inaugural speaker for new series
by Sarah Cohen ‘14
“Hellenism? It basically means
Greek-ness” said Niko Argeroplos’ 13,
pioneer of the newly-minted Hellenic
speaker series, which is set to span a
number of assemblies throughout the
year. The program began with a visit
from Representative John Sarbanes,
and will continue to feature prominent
Greek-American guest speakers from
within the Baltimore community.
For Argeroplos, the project addresses
a noticeable void in Park culture. “I love
Park,” he said, “but, for me, it’s missing that Greek aspect.” Coming from a
strong Greek-Orthodox family, Argeroplos sees Hellenism as one of his “major
defining characteristics.”
The Greek community plays a large
role in his after-school life—he regularly attends
church, participates in GreekOrthodox Youth
Association

(GOYA), and even heads a Greek dance
troop—but opportunities to experience
and share his heritage don’t usually surface at a largely un-Hellenistic school.
“We talk a lot about diversity,” he said,
“but we don’t actually do anything about
it.”
Jeff Jordan ’15, Argeroplos’s cousin,
feels the same way. “Having such an interesting and diverse background creates
my identity,” he said. Like Argeroplos,
Jordan also wishes that Park had a stronger Greek presence, especially when he
considers the amount of attention given
to other cultures. “I feel like if [Greek
culture] was introduced to the Park community, then they would fall in love with
Hellenism.”
Incidentally, Argeroplos tried to launch
a Greek Culture club last year, but disbanded the group soon afterwards, due to
a lack of student interest. “It wasn’t really
going anywhere,” he said. “So, I turned
my focus towards starting the Hellenic
speaker series.”

Senate continued on p. 5

Group hustles to
raise cash for trip
by Hannah Sibel ‘13

But now that the program is off the
ground and kids have had a chance to
reflect on the John Sarbanes’ assembly,
it is clear that not everyone shares Argeroplos’s enthusiasm. “I really don’t
think it [the assembly] had much to do
with being Greek,” said one student.
“I feel like he [Sarbanes] spent most
of the time just talking about how great
he is.”

Imagine raising $30,400, the cost of tuition,
room and board for a student attending Stevenson University, or the price of a 2011 Jeep Grand
Cherokee, in only four months. This is the challenge of funding the Civil Rights trip.
The annual trip, which will take place January
21-27, was instituted in 2004 to give students
and teachers an opportunity to “visit sites in the
south that were important to the Civil Rights
Movement and use what they learn as a springboard for discussion about activism and ways we
can tackle current civil rights issues in Baltimore
and beyond,” according to Park’s website.
Comprising 31 students, 14 of whom are from
Park, 11 from City College High School and 5
from City Neighbors High School, this is the
largest group yet to go on the Civil Rights trip.

Greek continued on p. 4

Trip continued on p. 5

photo by M. Plakotoris
Congressman John Sarbanes explains
Hellenism at assembly, Nov. 21.
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Senioritis is dumb

In the next few months, members of the
best class in the history of the school [the
class of 2012] will undoubtedly be seen
celebrating their acceptances to a variety
of incredible colleges. They’ll be celebrating in the hallways, in random corners of
the building, on Facebook. And, if you
see such students, you should congratulate them; they’ve earned your congratulations, and they’ve earned the right to
celebrate. They’ve worked hard, over the
past 14 years—a college acceptance is indicative of that hard work—and they’ve
earned the right to look forward to the
next phase of their lives, to wear their new
apparel, to show (perhaps prematurely)
school pride for their new institutions.
But, seniors, you haven’t earned the
right to hurry your way out of high school,
to stop doing work.
Every year, across the country, seniors who’ve been accepted into college
go through “senioritis,” which is just the
media’s way of saying that they slack off.
Many seniors, after they’ve been accepted, stop doing homework, stop preparing
for tests, stop devoting time to their extracurricular responsibilities, and, in some
very extreme cases, stop coming to class.
“We’re done,” they think. “We’re into college—what’s the point of doing work?”
Senioritis is dumb. And it’s not just
dumb because it can lead to the rescinding
of an admission offer—which it can—but
also because it indicates that students have
wasted their last 14 years, and that they’re
about to waste four more.

Consider, for a minute, the implications
of “senioritis.” A senior who skimps on
work after getting into college is effectively acknowledging that he or she has
spent four years working for the purpose
of getting into college. That every paper
was written only for a grade, that every
grade was only meaningful because of the
college admissions process—these are the
suppositions that underlie senioritis. And
if, for any given student, that’s true—that
he or she has only worked because of the
college admissions process—then why
does he or she even want to go to college? College is, after all, four more years
of essays, tests, readings, and discussions.
If a student finds no intrinsic value in these
academic enterprises, no intellectual appeal beyond the grades, then perhaps college isn’t the right option.
One might say that college is an important credential, a stepping stone to a
job, but if work in college is done for the
purpose of getting a job, then the same
question arises on the next level: “Is there
a point, beyond making money, of getting a job?” A sort of tautology ensues.
Nothing has any intrinsic value unless you
assign it value.
This is all to say, seniors, that you must
try to assign some value to your second
semester work that transcends college admissions. Maybe you enjoy the work, or
maybe you think it’s important. But without that assigned value, you’re susceptible
to senioritis, and senioritis is an indication
that you’re wasting your time.
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Letter to the editors
Occupy protesters have a right to be angry
The government of the United States is
not as legally oppressive as those of countries of the Arab Spring. But as America’s
social mobility has been declining, median
wages have stagnated; meanwhile, the one
percent (mostly members of the financial
sector, business executives, and healthcare professionals) are making much more
money than ever before. I agree with Tyler
Lerner [Postscript, Nov. 23] that the protesters of Occupy Wall Street are hardly
perfect, but they have a right to be angry.
Specifically, I disagree with the examples
used in Tyler Lerner’s piece, and also with
his repetition of the myth that this country
is purely capitalist.
One of the most feasible issues that
Occupy Wall Street protesters have unified around is student debt forgiveness.
Nationally forgiving student loans would
help, not hurt, the economy. What could
be a better investment in long-term growth
than the financial liberation of millions of
young, under or unemployed graduates?
The cost of debt forgiveness would be
insignificant compared to the cost of the
War on Terror. High debt levels prevent
healthy economic growth; excessive individual, not government, borrowing was
what brought about the economic crisis in
the first place. And while recent graduates are faced with bad job prospects and
mountains of loans, those who don’t go
to college have even worse employment
chances. The true solution will be massive
education and labor reform, but a great
economic stimulus package right now
would be cancelling student debt.
Tyler’s mention of Steve Jobs as a corporate hero leaves out a crucial part of the
story. He may have created huge profit for
Apple’s shareholders, but Apple only pays
a 2% corporate tax by using international
tax havens. Should Apple not pay for the

same infrastructure as the rest of us? Do
they not depend on the fire department if
a there is a fire in an Apple store? Also,
Steve Jobs amassed a fortune of $6 billion dollars, but barely gave any back to
the world which was so kind to him. Jobs
built much of his fortune on the backs of
workers at the Foxcomm plant in China,
where Apple products are manufactured.
Conditions at Foxcomm are bad enough
that the management put up nets across
upper windows to reduce the number of
suicides from workers jumping to their
deaths.
The premise of Tyler’s piece is the that
pure capitalism is a sensitive system. But
we do not live in a truly capitalist freemarket state. There are tremendous government subsidies and tax-breaks for all
of the most profitable industries, which
is partly why they are so profitable. They
kick back money to politicians (who are
supposed to be representing regular citizens) in unprecedented amounts every
election cycle. How well has calling representatives to voice our opinions worked
recently? Corporate interests are so tied
up with the government that protesting
one without protesting the other is futile.
An extended family member of mine
once had an elite business job which he
described as “winning the lottery.” He
said that he was paid an incredible salary for very little work. He is very smart
and worked hard to get the job, but hard
work doesn’t always (or even usually)
equal wealth in America. Privilege is
paramount; my relative, like Steve Jobs,
benefited from all sorts of things out of
his control. The government should help
give everyone, not only the wealthy, a shot
at the American Dream. That is the main
message of Occupy Wall Street.
--Gabe Acheson ‘12
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Standing at the cross roads of conflict
by Nikku Chatha ‘12
Through the binoculars and thick
clouds, I could barely discern the outline
of the Abruzzi spur on K2, 200 miles
across the valley. The owner of the binoculars, a captain in a green fleece cap,
directed my gaze towards a khaki-colored
rock formation far away down the jagged
vale. It was a bunker, full of Pakistani
soldiers (or as the captain would say, “the
enemy”) gazing back at me. The row of
sandbags on which I leaned was all that
separated me from a minefield.
I was standing on Chorbat-La pass, a
military base on knife-sharp ridge 18,000
feet high, overlooking Kashmir’s line of
control. To my right was the blinding Siachen Glacier, and beyond it, China. A
broad plain of black gravel behind me
marked a branch of the Silk Road. My
father and I were guests of the local brigade, and this mind-boggling view was a
standard item on their official tour.
It is difficult for foreign nationals
to come to Ladakh, an isolated land of
altitudinal deserts and icy peaks at the
very northern tip of India. My father and
I were able to enter because we stayed
with my cousin, an officer stationed near
the source of the Indus River. Most foreigners who arrive come to experience
Tibetan culture—around half of all Ladhakis are Tibetan. On a visit to a Tibetan
monastery, I witnessed the opening of an
elementary school next door, sponsored

by several wealthy German Buddhists.
All of the local villagers had turned out
for the event: awkward adolescent monks,
ornately dressed women, and hundreds
of uniformed Tibetan kids. I noticed that
one schoolgirl, perhaps six years old, had
blonde hair. Her parents were most likely
hippies who moved to India for spiritual
reasons.
The lamas themselves seemed to be doing their best to keep their traditions and
isolation going in one of the world’s most
militarized region. I noticed that despite
the festive nature of the event, our escort,
a nervous private, had his Kalashnikov

out the whole time. It all seemed rather
Chinese.
Across the Indus from the brigade’s
guest house was a village that looked like
something out of archaeology textbooks.
At a mere 10,000 feet, this village was
built into the surrounding red crags. This
place was bone-dry and felt like a stoneoven during the summer. If it were not
for the sparse vegetation on the rocks,
this valley would have looked a lot like
the surface of the Moon. The people who
lived here called themselves Aryans,
and claimed descent from Alexander
the Great, whose army marched through

photo courtesy N. Chatha ‘12

Nikku Chatha visited Ladakh, the most northerly reach of India, this past
summer. Here, an Indian soldier looks out onto a valley in the Karakoram
Mountains, near the border between India, Pakistan, and China.

here more than two thousand years ago.
They lived in square stone houses, farmed
lentils, and grazed yaks. Snack rappers
strewed about and the odd bit of shrapnel
anchored the village in this millennium.
The soldiers had an amicable relationship
with the Aryans. For whatever strategic
reason, the army was investing resources
in the villages and keeping the Aryan culture alive. At an army-built cultural center,
a cramped wooden hall, I saw the local
women put on a lively traditional dance,
and the local clan chief presented my father with a silk scarf.
As our group crossed the bridge back, a
bespectacled, teenaged lieutenant pointed
out a series of rounded boulders engraved
with some cryptic squiggles. These statues
were built by the original Vedic Sanskritspeakers who invaded India four thousand
years ago. I was seeing something I might
never see again: living relics of the Iron
Age.
I realized at that moment if it were not
for the army’s strict regulation of travel
in Ladakh and their sponsorship of local
communities, one of the world’s oldest
cultures would die out as the businessmen, speculators, and tourists moved in.
Nevertheless, the villagers were in still in
peril of losing everything. No amount of
indigenous culture could make me ignore
the artillery pieces and bunkers on both
sides, two massive armies facing each
other along the silted Indus River as it
winds through the Himalayas.

Specializing in one sport hurts everyone
by Lucky Mallonee ‘62,
Varsity Coach, MS Social Studies

I would like to thank the editors of
The Postscript for allowing me the opportunity to address the Park School community. I would like to thank all of the
scores of Park School athletes who have
so consistently and loyally supported the
athletic program over the years. But I
would also like to address what I think is
a growing problem and a concern to many
Park coaches: the tendency for athletes to
concentrate on their sport of choice and
not participate in any of the other sports
that Park has to offer.
While our school has grown considerably during the past four decades, it is still
a “small” school in many regards, and
must have people participate in a number
of different sports—besides their chosen
favorite—in order for all of our programs
to be competitive in their respective
leagues and accomplish the goals of the
program. Let me list a variety of reasons

I feel people should do this.
First, recent medical studies have
shown that individuals who participate
in a single sport year in and year out at the
exclusion of all other sports more often
tend to suffer serious and debilitating injuries. These studies state that by playing
the same sport all the time, the same muscle groups are being constantly worked
and that the same motions (i.e., running,
throwing, etc.) are being constantly repeated. This can lead to too much stress
on those same muscle groups and cause
undue wear and tear that eventually leads
to break downs.
Many high school athletes are still
growing and their muscles have not developed to their fullest. They are not physically ready to continually repeat the same
motions/movements without putting their
bodies at serious risk for injury. By playing another sport—and not necessarily
eliminating playing/practicing the sport of
choice while doing so—one uses muscle
groups in different ways, thus reducing
the stress and the wear and tear on those
muscles, thereby reducing the possibility
of serious injury.
Second, playing the same sport all
the time can lead to “burn out.” Having
played lacrosse at the highest possible
level and then coaching lacrosse for over
four decades, I have seen any number of
individuals who have given up the game

prematurely because they no longer have
the desire to compete. One could argue
that this could happen anyway and has
nothing to do with over exposure.
By playing another sport, one can withdraw from the pressures and routines that
their sport of choice produces, and enjoy
another game where their expectations are
somewhat different.
I cite two examples from my 2005 lacrosse team. Ben Ryugo was a top-notch
high school soccer player who continued
his career in college. Colin Campbell
was a nationally ranked squash player
who continued his career in that sport in
college. Both these young men played
midfield on our 2005 Varsity lacrosse
team. Both were integral parts of the success of their units and of our team. Yet
neither one was the “best” player in his
unit. They could work hard, yet relax in
the knowledge that the responsibility that
would be on them in their sport of choice
was not prevalent in this different sport.
They worked as hard as they were able,
and were effective in their roles on the
team, but they did not feel that same pressure to succeed.
Both young men played their favorite
sports on the weekend so they did not give
up their sport of choice. Each got an appreciation for the difficulties of playing
another sport and for their different roles
in lacrosse. My contention is that they

profited from this experience and returned
to their sport of choice with a renewed
vigor and a greater appreciation for athletes of other sports.
Third, and lastly, being the size school
we are, we will always be facing a numbers crisis in sports that require large numbers to field teams. You can get away
with maybe a 10-person squad in basketball or tennis because of the nature of the
games. But you cannot do this in soccer,
lacrosse, field hockey, or baseball. You
need enough to not only field a starting
team, but also enough to allow you to
practice realistically and simulate gametype situations during practices.
So my request to all Park athletes is to
branch out and play more than one sport a
year. Playing three is difficult although I
would encourage it, having done it myself
when I was in high school. By playing
another sport you cut down on the risk
of injury, cut down on the possibility of
“burn out,” and help support the program
as a whole.
When we win a soccer, basketball, or
lacrosse title as we have in the past years,
the whole school benefits. With more of
our athletes involved in “other” games,
perhaps we can add to the number of titles
we have recently acquired. I guarantee
that you will profit from the experience of
playing a different sport, and more than
likely will enjoy it as well.
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News in
Brief
Manil Suri announced
as 2012 Resident Scholar
This year’s Resident Scholar is
Manil Suri, author of two books about
modern life in India. Born in India, he
attended the University of Bombay
(now the University of Mumbai) before
moving to America, where he attended
Carnegie Mellon University. Suri is
also a mathematician, and currently a
professor of mathematics at the University of Maryland, Baltimore County.
Suri continues to write in his free time
and is a chef, whose recipes can frequently be found in the dining section
of the New York Times. “We’ve found
a resident scholar,” said Upper School
English teacher Greg Brandt, “who can
make all of us feel inadequate.”

Athletic Council formed to
publicize athletic program
An Athletic Council has been
formed “to get the word out to the
Park community and to the Baltimore
community as to the success of our athletic program,” said Director of Athletics Ridge Diven. Head of School Dan
Paradis first came up with the idea and
challenged the Athletic Department to
implement it. The Council is comprised
of Diven, Girls’ Athletic Director Robin Cardin Lowe, Athletic trainer Dan
Lopez, and six athletes: Sara Lessans
’14, Yen Baker ’13, Akira Townes ’13,
Reid Danels ’13, Seth Danels ’13, and
Idris Mitchell ’14.
“I think it’s a good group of people
and everyone who’s in it is interested
in athletics,” said Lessans. “[The members have] a passion for sports and Park
and are willing to help Park [athletics]
get better.”

New iPads purchased for
the Arts Department
The Arts Department has acquired
20 iPads to be used cross departmentally. They “had been asking for a
MacBook cart for several years because our two computer labs are always
busy,” said Director of Arts Carolyn
Sutton. “But the carts are so expensive
that we saved over $12,000 by going
with the iPad cart instead. Kids love
using the iPads for things like Internet
searches, course evaluations, and taking pictures,” she said. In the long term,
iPads may help the school in its quest
to become a more environmentally
friendly.“We are also looking at other
schools’ experiences with them [iPads]
and finding that they can ultimately pay
for themselves in reduced cost of paper,
books, and other equipment they can
replace,” Sutton said.

Changes in Esperanza Center policies deter students
by Sophie Bailowitz ‘15
For six years, the Upper School has
been involved in a partnership with the
Esperanza Center, an organization in Fells
Point, which helps Hispanic immigrants
with health advice, legal assistance, and
learning English. But that relationship is
no more.
“Esperanza Club was a great opportunity to get off campus and have a fun little
break from classes while being involved
in service at the same time,” said Noah
Sakin, ’12, one of the student leaders of
the club. “We formed great relationships
with the people there and it was a great
experience teaching them English.”
“In 2004, Patti Porcarelli [English] and
I co-taught a class about immigration in
the United States,” said Spanish teacher
and Esperanza club faculty adviser Ileana
Imhoff. “We wanted our students to be
able to have actual experiences with immigration, so we began taking a group
of students to the Center once a week to
tutor immigrants in English,” she said.
When the class ended, students decided
to continue with the visits.
In the past, students visited Wednesdays during assembly and G block, but
this year the Esperanza Club hasn’t visited
the Center at all. Although they were invited back, new policies at the Center stated
that no one under 18 could tutor visitors.
Students were moved to a back room and
asked to interview immigrants in Spanish
to practice their Spanish speaking skills.
“We made the choice not to [go back]
because the changes that they have made
caused us to feel that we were not only not

helping anyone, but that we were creating
even more work for people,” said Imhoff.
“In the past, we used to work oneon-one with people,” said Sakin. “Then,
we started working with tutors who were
older and had different techniques, which
were mostly boring, repetitive lessons. We
wanted to go for the service, not to practice our Spanish, so we thought it was a
waste of time,” he said.
The Club is convinced that the right
decision for them, at this point, is not to
return to the Esperanza Center, though
members are disappointed.
“We were really attached to the people
there and helping them learn to speak English,” said Sakin. “A lot of people wanted
to continue our relationship, but a lot of
people said that Esperanza Center didn’t

photo by M.Plakotoris ‘12

N. Sakin ‘12, Ileana Imhoff (Modern Lang.), and M. Ginsburg ‘12, ended visits to the Esperanza Center when the organization changed its policies.

Council pushes for real change
Senate continued from page 1
More specifically, areas that Senate
wanted to improve were in “effectiveness, efficiency, and accountability,” said
Secretary Gabe Acheson ’12.
“A change that will address accountability is mandatory attendance of student
council and the senators,” said Acheson.
“If you have x number of unexcused absences, you are automatically dismissed
and a new election is held for your place.”
“It’s a part of the school’s philosophy to
have positive expectations, and it’s understood when you are running in elections
that you understand the responsibilities
you have,” said President Iman Williams
‘13. “You’re supposed to be fully committed to it, and not a lot of people really
understand that. By putting it in the constitution, we have something to refer back to
in case someone wants to know,” she said.
“A change for efficiency is a reduction in the number of senators from six
per grade to four per grade, effective next
year. A smaller number [of senators] could
get more done, and elections would be
more competitive,” said Acheson.
“A change for effectiveness is the referendum clause,” said Acheson. “If 50
students or a majority of senators think
that a Senate resolution should be brought

want or need us, and they just wanted
more volunteer numbers. The goal of the
club is to keep doing service,” he said.
“Everyone, especially the leaders, was
convinced in the end that it was the right
thing to do,” said Imhoff.
Even though Esperanza Club is not
continuing to meet, they are looking for
new opportunities for the future. None
of the available alternatives have seemed
promising so far, but they hope to discover
something new that they can move on to
soon.
“We have looked into other options
for where we can go next,” said Imhoff.
“There are a lot of opportunities out there,
but the timing of what we’ve found just
hasn’t been good enough so far. There’s
nothing like the Esperanza Center yet.”

before the student body for a vote rather
than be decided within Senate, it will be.”
Miller, Williams, and Acheson think
the student body will approve the constitution. “It is a reasonable document,”
said Miller. “It’s in the best interest of
the student government and therefore the
student body.”
Senator Melissa Miller ’14 predicts
that the students will accept the new constitution as well, but that some will want
even more change. “There’ll be a group of
students, me being a part of it, who want
more radical change like having two or
three senators per grade.”
The Senate has suggested that students
also get involved in the drafting of the
constitution. “If they see something in it
that they are unhappy with or if they want
to make any additions, they’ll have the
opportunity to do that,” said Williams.
This includes voicing ideas at town hall
meetings, writing letters to Senate members, or going to a Senate meeting with a
written proposal.
So far, the response has been positive.
“They are modernizing the constitution
and trying to have it really play a role and
matter this year with the student body, said
Margot Kahn ’15.

Argeroplos
introduces
Greek culture
Greek continued from page 1
Others feel ambivalent about Sarbanes’s
appearance, but remain optimistic about
the endeavor as a whole. “It may not have
been the best assembly, but I still think the
idea of a series of speakers is great,” said
Read Cullen ’14. “We should have more
speakers come in and represent different
backgrounds,” she said.
In any case, Argeroplos has high hopes
for the coming speaker series, citing Nick
Markakis and Peter Angelos, both of Orioles fame, as possible future guests.
By exposing the Upper School to Greek
culture, he hopes to bridge the gap between
traditional Greek heritage and day-to-day
Park life. He also plans to raise money
towards instituting a Greek scholarship,
which would enable more Greek-American
students to come to Park, and further enrich the school community. “Being GreekAmerican puts you in kind of a tough spot,”
he said. “You’re distinctly something else.”
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Faculty took on student challengers to raise money for the Civil Rights trip
scheduled for January 21-27, 2012.

How to raise $30,400
Trip continued from page 1

photo courtesy S. Wolf
Destination ImagiNation team manager and parent Douglas Gauck watches
students attempt to lower a “helium stick” to the ground. The challenge requires
team members to let the stick rest on their index fingers throughout the task.

Lower School team prepares
for logic competition in March
After a long day at school, a group of
Lower School students rush to Señora Sylvia’s classroom, eager to complete logic
challenges. Excitement surrounds Destination ImagiNation, a new after school
activity.
DestiNation Imagination is a program
in which students solve open-ended logic
problems in preparation for a regional
competition, which will take place at Saint
Paul’s School on March 10.
According to math resource teacher
and program leader Susannah Wolf, students participated in the program when it
was called Odyssey of the Mind. Lower
School principal June Bennett, Lower
School Spanish teacher Silvia Patterson,
and Wolf discussed the idea of re-joining
the newly named project and decided to
move forward in early November.
“Park is all about problem solving and
creative thinking,” said Wolf. “Our kids
love to work that way. In Lower School,
kids are eager and they just want more opportunities to do cool things. This seemed
like just that. It offers us another chance
to extend a challenge to our kids.”
“We sent a letter to all fourth graders
and said if you are interested let us know
which days you can meet,” said Wolf.
“Based on their availability and attempts
to make sure that groups were balanced
based on gender, personality, and interest,
we made up groups with the 25 fourth
graders. We were still short some adults
so we put up a call to third graders that if
they were available, we had a Wednesday
slot and two Thursday slots, but they had
to have a grown-up with them in order to
join,” she said. Three third graders along
with three parents did decide to join the
group.
A typical meeting consists of three
parts: an icebreaker to get students focused, an Instant Challenge, and work on

the Central Challenge.
Instant Challenges are hands-on activities with time constraints of two to 10
minutes. “The task could be something
like take these 20 pieces of paper and
build the tallest tower possible. Or take
a piece of newspaper, make a hat, and
present a skit about the four people who
owned this hat in the past,” said Wolf.
The next part of the meeting consists
of working on the Central Challenge. All
teams are offered six Central Challenges
from which they chose one. They will then
present their solution in the form of a project at the regional competition.
According to Wolf, so far three of
Park’s four teams have chosen their Central Challenge project. “Two groups have
settled on fine arts, which is a problem
about making a movie trailer for a movie
that doesn’t exist,” said Wolf. “It has to
have a cinematic special effect, a score,
costumes, and sets. The third team is going to do the technical challenge, which is
where they have to build something that
can move around the room and pick up
and deliver parts for something they will
then assemble,” she said.
As students begin to work on the Central Challenge, according to Wolf, they
are allowed to ask teachers questions but
not specifically for help. “They can’t ask
for help on how to build something that
could move across the room, but they are
allowed to do research on their own with
the help of teachers,” said Wolf.
At the competition, teams present will
both perform an Instant Challenge as well
as present their Central Challenge.
So far the program has been a success.
“I like how we can play games and interact
with each other,” said Joseph Arida ‘20. “I
think it’s a good opportunity to work as
a team and think in different ways,” said
Alexa Philippe ‘20.

City College High School students have
participated since 2004, while the partnership with City Neighbors High School is
new this year.
Faculty attending include Coordinator
of Community and Student Services Carol
Kinne, Dean of Students Traci Wright, and
Upper School math teacher Angela Doyle.
Troy Harris, a former facilities administrator, will also be joining the group, along
with teachers Sedric Smith and Cory
Baker from City College High School,
and John Morrow from City Neighbors
High School.
Fundraising has been particularly
challenging this year because “we have
a lot more people going on the trip,” said
Wright. And because the school doesn’t
contribute any funding, group members
must raise 100% of the money on their
own.
Kinne and Wright tell the students
that each person is responsible for raising $800, but everyone raises money for
everyone. The three schools will eventually pool their money.
The group is actively working on fundraising as the trip date draws closer. They
have submitted a grant to a local foundation that has contributed in the past,
and the Parents’ Association has already
donated $1800. “We’re not there yet,”
said Kinne, “we need several thousand
more.” If fundraising falls short, families
will need to chip in $200 each.

photo by M. Plakotoris ‘12

A student-faculty challenge was one
of several fundraisers for the Civil
Rights Trip.

To go on the trip, students must apply
by submitting an essay, which Wright and
Kinne then review. Ultimately though, “If
there is any student who wants to go at
some point during their high school experience, we want to be able to take them,”
said Wright.
The trip, which visits important sites in
Greensboro NC, Atlanta GA, Montgomery, Birmingham and Selma AL, Memphis
TN, and Little Rock AK, “allows students
to learn about an important part of American history in a way that they can’t get
from a textbook,” said Wright.
“One goal is understanding that a
movement isn’t about the famous people;
it’s really about the individuals and the
people whose names we don’t know,” said
Kinne. “We want students to leave the trip
feeling that they matter and that they can
change the world.”
The trip attracts a variety of different
students who each have reasons for wanting to be apart of the experience. “I am not
usually interested in the conversations at
Park about diversity, but the general idea
of the trip really appealed to me, and I
am hoping that I will learn a lot from the
experience,” said Maddie Tracey ’14.
“I already knew a lot about the civil
rights movement, but it was meaningful
to me because it gave me a better sense
of how my family and I were affected by
it,” said Jordan Williams ’12, a 2011 participant.
Some of the numerous fundraising
projects have included selling waffles in
the US hallway Tuesday and Thursday
mornings, raking leaves, running a student
faculty face off event held November 22,
babysitting, and hosting an adults-only
dance for faculty in the Black Box theater
December 10.
“I recently started babysitting for a
family and I think it’s a really fun way to
raise money because I like hanging out
with the kids,” said Rebecca Shapiro ’14.
“It also shows the willingness of the community to help with our fundraising.”
The group is about to start a letter writing campaign and will sell concessions at
basketball games, set up a car wash, sell
t-shirts and host a Middle School mixer.
Wright also submitted a request to the
Tom Joyner Morning Show for his annual
Christmas Wish Program asking for $600.
The show awarded $900 plus a Kindle.
After they heard the program, listeners
sent in more money.
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Catching
Up With:

I’ve joined a writing
group with some of the
people who I attended
a writing conference
with in 2009.

Monica West
Former US English teacher
Monica West left last year to
take a teaching job at LickWilmerding High School in
Oakland, CA. She talks with
The Postscript about her transition.
Q: How was your move and transition to California life?
A: The move was surprisingly easy—one of my
friends who lives out in the Bay Area flew out to Baltimore and we took eight days to drive out. The drive was
serene and peaceful, and I got to see some parts of the
country that I’ve never seen (Omaha, Arches National
Park in Moab, Utah, and Salt Lake City). Logistically,
the transition has been surprisingly easy. I found an apartment relatively quickly and the rest is history. The first
4.0 earthquake I felt was no picnic (there were three of
them in a 10-day span!), but I’ve been adjusting well
to how beautiful it is here (even though it’s cold in the
summer and foggy a lot of the time.)
Q: What are you up to currently? In your teaching? In your writing?
A: I am teaching ninth and tenth grades (English 1
and English 2.) I’m getting to know my kids, and that’s
keeping me on my toes. It’s hard being new somewhere
after Park, but I’m managing. My writing is coming
along well—I’m still hard at work on a new novel, and

Q: How’s the novel
coming?
A: Really well—I
was writing a lot over
the summer, and that
stalled when the new
school year started.
Over the past month,
I’ve written a lot. I
have a lot of ideas
and, as I said before,
I’m meeting with a
writer’s group regularly. I’m really happy
with the progress I’m
making with the new
novel. The previous novel is in an agent’s hands, and
I’m crossing my fingers while I wait to hear back and
see if she’ll represent it.
Q: What do you miss most about Baltimore?
A: Besides Park, I miss the changing seasons and
discovering new neighborhoods with cute off-the-beatenpath places. I miss being close to my best friends and
family. Oh, and I miss the fact that it’s so much cheaper
to live in Baltimore than the Bay Area.
Q: What do you miss most about Park?
A: The people—I miss being around students who
know me and having established relationships with my
colleagues. I miss the fishbowl and having students feel
welcome coming there whenever they have a question.
I just miss the relationships that I had at Park.
Q: What’s the best part about your new job?
A: I love the fact that I get free lunch every day—that
may not sound like a lot, but for someone who doesn’t
cook, it takes a load off of my mind. I also like the way
the school is really intentional about making the school
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feel equitable—the socio-economic divide is harder to
delineate here since kids can’t drive to school and most
people take public transportation. Books are part of tuition, so I hand out books for kids to keep on the first
day of class. I also like working on a team—I work really closely with other ninth and tenth grade teachers,
so it’s cool to hear kids talking about the same texts in
the hallway.
Q: What’s the atmosphere like at your new school?
A: Since it’s just a high school, many more things are
catered to high school students. It’s an open, commuter
campus, so kids can come and go if they have a free period. I’m Ms. West for 95% of the kids (crazy, huh?)—I
asked them to call me Monica, but that’s not as customary
here. There’s a huge tech arts curriculum, so kids take
architecture, film, glass, and electronics classes (along
with woodworking, art and design, etc.).
Q: How are your new students?
A: They come from a wide variety of different area
public and private schools—what I like the most about
that is that long-standing cliques aren’t established from
ninth grade. They’re a lot like Park kids—engaged, interesting, idealistic, and artistic. They have a community
meeting each week and kids get up to perform or screen
movies that they’ve made.
Q: Anything you’d like to say to Park students?
A: All of you, in some way, shape, or form, made my
life so rich. Whether it was just a hello in the hall, or
a profound question in class, I always felt enriched by
your energy and enthusiasm. That can’t be matched no
matter where I go.
Q: How will Duke survive without Kyrie Irving?
Predictions for the season?
A: Ha—of course you had to ask a Duke question!
Since Kyrie Irving had only been at Duke for a year
without playing for an entire season, Duke will be fine.
There’s a lot of new talent, so the biggest issue Duke
faces is a lack of leadership and seniority. As the Ohio
State game proved, there’s plenty of room for growth. I
predict a trip to the late rounds of the NCAA tournament
(of course) and a record of 28-3.

Automobiles class exemplifies hands-on learning
Lally’s new science elective builds working automobiles, teaches repair techniques
by Hannah Block ‘15
A bottle of engine cleaner causing
someone to nearly slip and break a bone;
gas being tracked around the room on
someone’s shoe, causing the room to
smell; Bob Peck, Director of Security,
having to come down and lecture the
class on gaseous, toxic fumes that rose up
through the Middle and Upper Schools—
it’s all just another day, another class, in
the D block “Automobiles” course that
Upper School science teacher Sean Lally
teaches in the basement lab.
“Basically, the class is a giant mess,”
Lally said. “It grew out of a project-based
class that I taught years ago.” It’s very
hands-on, which was the main reason that
Tess Langrill-Miles ‘12 and Amy Livingston ‘12 signed up.
“I signed up for this class because I
really wanted to take a science class that
didn’t mostly involve sitting down and

taking notes,” said Langrill-Miles. “I just
love the hands-on work and being able to
learn how to solve my own problems by
making mistakes.”
Livingston agreed: “I consider myself
more of a kinesthetic learner, so I thought
that a science class that was more based on
hands-on work would be to my benefit.”
“Automobiles” teaches the basics of
auto systems. The course is mostly divided into groups: “a [mini-motorcycle] rebuild, moped rehabilitation, mini-chopper
construction, motorized bicycle and gocart,” and more units coming as projects
are finished.
“I can appreciate things more if I understand them a little,” said Lally. “The
class is designed to help students see a
car in a different light, understand what
happens to make them go and what can
be done when they stop working.”
“We get a close-up look at auto parts
that we wouldn’t get the chance to check
out otherwise,” Livingston said.
“There is a lot of freedom in the class.

photo by M. Plakotoris ‘12

Seniors P. Middleton and Y. Sun ride one of the automobiles that they’ve
made over the course of the semester.

All of these groups were put together by
sheer interest, so it’s absolutely amazing,” said Langrill-Miles. “When [I’m
older and] go buy a car, I’ll be able to
understand some of the terms that are being described to me. I really do feel like
I’ve learned information that will be very
relevant to me as I get older.”
As students model their bright orange
and blue jumpsuits, they’re learning about
2-stroke and 4-stroke engines, cycles,

what happens when you turn the ignition, and standard automobile systems.
They’re learning how to fix their cars so
they can cruise past the poor person who
didn’t take this class and is now stuck on
the highway.
They’re building their own modes of
transportation, learning how to make the
next billion-dollar Segway industry. And
they’re doing it all while walking around
puddles of spilled liquid on the floor.
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Caster plays
integral role in
college process
by Baylor Knobloch ‘14

M

any students don’t know
who Bonnie Caster is until
they begin the college application process, or they know her simply
as the lady outside of Tina’s office with
the Hershey Kisses. But Bonnie plays one
of the school’s most integral behind-thescenes roles.
Bonnie has worked at Park as the college-counseling assistant for the past 14
years.
Bonnie’s job is very much related to the
work of the two college counselors, Tina
Forbush and Liz Hirsch. “Tina and Liz do
the big stuff, and I do the little stuff. And
there’s a lot of little stuff,” Bonnie said.
As well as working closely with these
college counselors, Bonnie is also in constant communication with the students ap-

photo by M. Plakotoris ‘12
Bonnie Caster works hard this winter to coordinate seniors’ college applications.

plying to college. Her relationship with
students starts at the beginning of their
senior year, when they fill out a list of
colleges to which they plan on applying.
Bonnie is then in charge of making sure
all of the students’ forms, transcripts, and
letters of recommendation are in with
enough time before the deadline, whether
it is early action, early or regular decision,
or something entirely different.
Forbush and Hirsch, Bonnie’s coworkers, know that Bonnie’s work is

invaluable. They rely on her constantly
to manage logistics of the applications.
“Bonnie is incredibly knowledgeable in
her work and so Tina and I count on her to
anticipate the needs of the office,” Hirsch
said.
This high level of responsibility can
sometimes cause stress for Bonnie, who
is held accountable for all of the application details.
“The hardest part is the deadlines,”
Bonnie said. “It’s like adult test anxiety.”
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The busiest time of year for her is between September and December, when
she is hard at work organizing and coordinating everyone’s applications.
Although her job is stressful at times,
Bonnie takes pride in her level of responsibility. “It’s fun. I love that [the students]
come in and count on me,” she said. “The
students are what make it worth the deadlines that stress me out,” Bonnie said.
“They are the perk.”
Students who have worked with Bonnie describe her as a lifesaver. This sweet,
soft-spoken woman is amazingly selfless.
“If I can take away a little bit of [the students’] stress, it makes me feel better at
the end of the day,” said Bonnie. For students, the college application process is
so hectic and demanding and Bonnie’s
office seems to serve as a haven from that
anxiety.
“It’s a lot of stress on the students,”
said Bonnie. “That’s why I started having
the Hershey Kisses. It used to just be in
December and April, and it has evolved
from there. I realize that every day is
stressful, and not just for seniors.” It’s
this sensitivity and compassion that makes
Bonnie great at what she does.

CCCP transitions to more hands-on approach
by Daniel Stern ‘12
After years of “talking,” the Climate
Change Committee at Park (CCCP) has
begun “doing.” Gone are the days of
lobbying, promoting awareness through
speeches, and working with administrators to make the school more sustainable.
The CCCP is now, more than ever before,
a “hands-on” group—with weekly initiatives ranging from gardening to holding
nature photo contests, from tree-planting
to vine removal.
“In the past, there was more of an
attempt to get the school to change its
policies, and now it’s more about the
students being completely in charge of
what they’re doing,” said Daniel Jacoby,
Upper School history teacher and CCCP
adviser. “And, when it was clear that we
were going to pursue our own projects,
there was broad agreement on what people
wanted to do: they wanted to grow food on
campus; they wanted to create habitats for
songbirds and butterflies; they wanted to
try to improve the quality of our campus’s
water runoff.”
One of this year’s most successful
projects, according to members of the
CCCP, has been the growth and sale of
shiitake mushrooms. In spring 2010, Jonathan Gorman ’12, Matan Zeimer ‘10, and
Isabella Lee ‘12 proposed harvesting the
mushrooms. “We all loved the idea,” said
Charlie Singer ’12, another member of
the club, “so we chopped up some oak,
inoculated it with the shitake spores, and
just waited.”
Their efforts have proven lucrative.
“The mushrooms finally fruited this fall,”
said Gorman, who is now CCCP’s student leader, “so we had all of these fresh
mushrooms, and we hadn’t had experi-

ence selling them before; we just wanted
to sell them quickly.”
The buyer? Spike Gjerde’s acclaimed
Woodberry Kitchen. “We went down to
the restaurant, and everyone in the kitchen
came over to stick their heads in the bags
and sniff the mushrooms,” Jacoby said.
“Apparently, they’re excellent. Woodberry paid seven bucks per pound.”
In total, the club made $300, and the
mushrooms will keep coming. “The great
thing about mushrooms is that we don’t
have to do anything more for them—
they’ll just keep watering up every six
months for at least four years,” Jacoby
said. “And Woodberry Kitchen actually
asked us to grow royal trumpet mushrooms, so they might commission us to
do that, too.”
And it’s not just the mushrooms that
the group has harvested—they’ve planted
serviceberry trees, laid garlic beds, and
tended to the wetlands behind the kindergarten. Quietly, the CCCP has become
one of the school’s most prolific X-block
clubs.
Winter won’t slow the group down.
The CCCP will continue to sponsor indoor
initiatives, including another photo contest, and its recent CD drive: the club collected old CDs from students and, before
recycling them, offered the opportunity
for any student or teacher to claim any
CD in the collection.
“We’re going to try repeating all of our
initiatives next semester,” Jacoby said,
“and maybe we’ll add some other stuff,
too. I’m sure they’ll think of something.”
Singer is youthfully gleeful about the
CCCP’s new direction: “We’re just helping the community eat local, eat fresh, eat
healthy—and, meanwhile, we’re having
fun diggin’ in the dirt.”

photos by M. Plakotoris ‘12
The Climate Change Committee at Park has sponsored a bevy of recent student activities, including planting serviceberry trees planting (top) and organizing a recycled CD swap (bottom).
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Republican Primary Lands

With the first Republican primaries in Iowa and New Ham
quickly approaching, The Postscript conducts an opinion
gauge the community’s political awareness and prefere

Mitt Romney

(Olivier Douliery/Abaca Press/MCT)
President Barack Obama meets with Iraqi Prime Minister
Nouri al Maliki Monday, November 21.

(Christopher Gannon/MCT)
Mitt Romney speaks during a town hall meeting to discuss jobs and the
economy in Cedar Rapids, Iowa on Friday, December 9, 2011.

Students overwhelmingly support Obama;
most conservatives choose Paul and Romney
by Jeremy Cohen ‘12
They are the nine percent.
If you look out for the right impromptu hallway debates, or
listen closely in class discussions for a solitary conservative
mutter, you might catch a whiff of an endangered species here
at Park: the “Republican.”
In a state where John McCain received 36 percent of the vote
in 2008, only nine percent of respondents to a recent Postscript
survey most closely identified with the Republican Party.
Unexpectedly, one of the most popular Republican candidates at Park is the libertarian Ron Paul. Paul, who consistently
polls around eight percent nationwide, nonetheless carries the
support of about half of Republican-leaning students here.
“He has a very low tolerance for bureaucracy and government spending,” said Jared Slutkin ‘14, “which, in the current
state of the economy, is very good.” As a libertarian, Paul believes that the size of the U.S. government should be drastically
reduced. “He is the testes of this nation,” said Nick Halle ‘12.
Ten percent of respondents to the Postscript survey identified as libertarians.
Although every Republican contender endorses massive
tax cuts and spending cuts, Paul has done so for 30 years. (As
opposed to, say, Mitt Romney, who has switched his positions
on many issues since running for governor of Massachusetts.)
Even his detractors praise his consistency. “Ron Paul is
the only person running who displays real integrity,” said Ben
Miller ‘13.
But Paul’s unorthodox stances on economic issues, such
as his desire to abolish the Federal Reserve, have alienated
many traditional conservatives. “I think he’s nuts,” said Daniel
Nemirovsky ‘14.
On social issues, Paul favors minimal involvement from
the federal government. He voted for the repeal of Don’t Ask,
Don’t Tell and advocates ending the War on Drugs. (However,
he is strongly pro-life.)
Being a libertarian, Paul’s non-interventionist foreign pol-

icy more closely resembles that of liberals here at Park--and then
some--than that of conservatives. He opposes the War in Iraq and
believes that the U.S. should allow Iran to build a nuclear weapon.
“Besides his views on foreign policy,” said Slutkin, “he seems to be
the strongest candidate.”
Besides Ron Paul, the other popular candidate among Republicans
at Park is Mitt Romney. Romney’s supporters praise his extensive
business experience. “That’s just what this country needs right now,”
said Niko Argeroplos ‘13. “He’s professional,” said Nemirovsky,
“and he’s had lots of success.”
But many conservatives doubt Romney’s authenticity. As governor of liberal Massachusetts, he advocated many decidedly unconservative policies, such as abortion rights, that he now claims to
reject. “Obamney, I call him,” said Slutkin. “He’ll say whatever
he wants to get elected.”
But for many, Romney’s ideological impurity takes a back seat
to his proven managerial experience. “Mitt Romney is the most
competent person,” said Miller, “even if he is a spineless weevil.”
Tyler Lerner ‘13 supports Jon Huntsman, the former governor
of Utah and Barack Obama’s ambassador to China. Huntsman is
widely considered to be the most moderate candidate in the Republican field. “He’s not insane,” said Lerner. “He has government
experience. He’s a smart person.”
Unsurprisingly, Texas governor Rick Perry, Minnesota congresswoman Michele Bachman, and former Pennsylvania senator Rick
Santorum are not popular among Park Republicans, who still tend to
be a socially progressive bunch. Only four percent of respondents
to the Postscript survey consider themselves socially conservative.
The current front-runner, former Speaker of the House Newt
Gingrich, is not popular at Park. “He seems to flip-flop based on
who’s paying him,” said Slutkin.
Despite assurances of a 2012 Republican victory from the candidates themselves, some of their supporters at Park are less confident.
“I honestly think that probably they’re going to end up nominating
someone bad enough that Obama’s going to win,” said Lerner. “The
Republicans are too far to the right.”
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Newt Gingrich
‘A blowhard--abrasive and disingenuous.
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Claims not to be a lobbyist, but clearly
is. An ironic figurehead for a party that
claims to be about ‘family values.’’
Elliott Huntsman, Science
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Ron Paul

‘He may be the most promising Republican candidate,
which is disappointing to say
the least.’
Hannah Himmelrich ‘12
‘He could work with Democrats and compromise.’
Jonathan Gorman ‘12
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Newt Gingrich’s presidential campaign looked
all but dead in June when
his entire campaign staff

date” (the requirement that everyone buy health insurance) that is so anathema today to most Republicans.
Romney’s Mormon faith may also work against him.
Although Romney still carries the support of the Republican Party’s East Coast, big-business establishment, most Republicans dislike him as a flip-flopper.
While the Republican primary race has been marked
by other candidates -- first Michele Bachmann, then
Rick Perry, then Herman Cain -- vying for the position of “Not Mitt Romney,” Romney’s own polling
numbers have stayed steady at a lukewarm 20%.
The former twoterm governor of Utah
is widely considered to
be the most moderate of
the Republican candidates, especially on noneconomic issues. “To be
clear, I believe in evolution and trust scientists
on global warming,”
he once tweeted. “Call
me crazy.” Huntsman
has struggled to attract
supporters, and is staking his candidacy on a
strong showing in New
Hampshire.

Ron Paul, a long-term congressman from Texas, was Tea
Party before it was cool to be Tea
Party.
As an ardent libertarian, he has
consistently pushed for a limited
federal government.
He is known for his outspoken
opposition to the Federal Reserve,
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resigned en masse. But with
the departure of Herman
Cain from the race amid a
sex scandal, Gingrich has
unexpectedly
assumed the
position of
Not-Romney
-- and many
analysts believe he has a
strong chance
of winning.

tax raises, the War on Drugs, the
CIA, the Patriot Act, interventionist U.S. foreign policy in the Middle
East (including foreign aid to Israel), and the Departments of Energy,
Commerce, Health and Human Services, and Homeland Security. Paul
has a small but enthusiastic cadre of
supporters.

‘If a Republican were
to win, I would like it
to be him.’
Andrew Bahl ‘14

Rick Santorum
The former senator from Pennsylvania,
who lost his run for reelection in 2006, is
best known as a social conservative who
especially opposes gay marriage. Santorum also advocates for an aggressive U.S.
foreign policy. He hopes to make a strong
showing in Iowa, though it seems unlikely.

‘The scum bag of morality.’
Sean Simon ‘13

Rick Perry

‘He is truly nuts-not faking it, truly
nuts.’
John Kessinger, History

‘Rick Perry just seems thoroughly
incompetent.’ Olivia Gray ‘12

Rick Perry, the governor of Texas, swaggered into the presidential
race in August with much fanfare. A fiscal and social conservative,
he pointed to Texas’s strong economic situation as evidence of his
leadership skills. Perry led Romney in the polls for several weeks
until a held a string of poor debate performances, including one notable gaffe where he failed to remember the name of the third cabinet
department he wants to eliminate; (it was the Department of Energy).
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Holidays more commercial than religious
by Tyler Lerner ‘13

The holidays are fast approaching,
people are buying decorations, searching for presents, and preparing for large
family meals, but where are these traditions from? Hanukkah and Christmas both
celebrate events that occurred thousands
of years ago, and they have evolved over
time. Both have undergone large shifts in
their fundamental natures, and have become extremely commercialized in recent
years.
The story of Hanukkah is a wonderful
underdog story, full of miracles, victories,
and festivals. However, the story we tell is
a highly embellished version of the truth.
In 167 BC, when the Seleucid emperor
Antiochus attempted to convert the Jewish
temple to a Greek temple, ordering pigs to
be sacrificed at the altar, the Jews revolted.
They were smaller in number, but they
made up for this by showing a complete
disregard for any military honor, through
the use of ambushes, poisonings, and attacking their enemy at night while they
slept. This is not a unique occurrence
in Jewish history. Our martial art, Krav
Maga, focuses on shots to the groin and
similar areas. Following the victory, festivities were held in the newly reclaimed
temple.
Several hundred years later, a different
story was written down. In this new version, the miracle is not that the Jews won
the war; it is that a one-day supply of oil
manages to last for eight days, which is
long enough to prepare new oil.

Though this version of the story is
fake, children believe it is real until they
eventually have a revelation akin to the
revelation that Santa Claus does not exist.
Christmas has undergone similar
changes. It started thousands of years ago
as a solstice celebration, marking the point
at which the sun was the farthest south
in the sky. In 354 AD, in Rome, it was
transformed into a celebration of the birth
of Jesus. As it evolved, it took traditions
from various holidays that came before
it, which included feasts and gift giving.
For hundreds of years it was a raucous
carnival, and the form we know it in now
did not come to be until the 19th century.
It was then that it became a religious
and family oriented celebration. In 1841,
the first “Mall Santa” made an appearance, and by 1920, the image of Santa
with the red hat and white beard was a
part of popular culture.
Ten years later, Coca Cola made this
image even more widespread by using it
in one of their ad campaigns. By this time,
stores were beginning to rely on Christmas sales to make a profit, and the focus of
the holiday was shifting again, this time to
gifts. Even Rudolf was originally nothing
more than an advertisement for a department store.
The holiday we now celebrate is, for
most people, so detached from its history
that it carries little meaning at all beyond
a dinner with friends and family. Some argue that the commercialization of Christmas is bad; others argue that it is good,
but all agree that it has occurred.

Not to be outdone, the Jews attempted
to replicate the success of Christmas, and
rather than choosing a big holiday, like
Simchas Torah or Sukkot, they chose the
one that is at the same time as Christmas:
Hanukkah. This was a bad idea, because
Hanukkah is no Christmas. A Christmas
tree is covered in strings of electric lights,
twinkling like stars. With Hanukkah, you
get nine candles.
On Christmas morning, children rush
downstairs to see what Santa left them
under the tree, while most Jews receive
more practical, but less exciting presents;

a new suit, a pair of socks, and if they were
extra good, maybe some Israel bonds.
Regardless of the failure to adhere to
tradition the holidays suffer from, they
still accomplish two very important
things. They vitalize the economy, allowing stores to turn a profit, and, more
importantly, they bring families together.
This year, when you sit beside the tree, or
stare at the flickering lights of the Chanukia (Not, as it is commonly referred to
a Menorah) remember what really matters. Not presents, not decorations, but
moments, and people to share them with.

cartoon by K.Posner ‘12

Peaceful protesters did not deserve violent response
by Sophie Neiman ‘13

On Friday November 18, students at
the University of California, Davis were
deprived of their basic right of peaceful
assembly. The students had set up tents
on the University’s quad in order to show
support for the now debunked Occupy
Wall Street Movement and other protesters at UC Berkeley.
On Friday, the University’s Chief of
Police, Annette Spicuzza, ordered the
students to remove the tents before 3:00
pm, citing safety issues. Many students
refused. At 4:00 pm on Friday, 35 police
officers, dressed in riot gear, arrived and
removed the tents for them.
At this point, about 12 students sat
down. They locked arms and refused to
move. The officers threatened to use pepper spray, and still, the students did not
budge. So, officers sprayed an unnaturally
orange substance into their eyes. Accord-

ing the Occupy Davis’ Facebook page, a
police officer even “shoved a pepper spray
gun down a student’s throat and pulled
the trigger.”
Spectators were horrified. They
booed the officers and shouted, “Shame
on you.” One student, Kristen Koster,
who cared for her friend in the aftermath,
said, “When you protect things with your
body it changes you; it radicalizes you
for good.”
In their defense, police officers claimed
that they felt surrounded. “There was no
way out of the circle,” said Spicuzza.
She described the situation as “volatile.”
Other sources, videos of the incident
among them, tell quite a different story.
These show that the police had no difficulty moving about. The students, for
their part, do nothing more than sit, while
others chant calmly. They show no signs
of violence, or, to use Mrs. Spicuzza’s
word, “volatility.”
In my opinion, the events at UC Davis
are an upsetting example of police brutality. In fact, Kamran Loghman, who in
the ‘80’s created pepper spray with the
FBI, was shocked by the way it was used
at UC Davis. “I have never seen such an
inappropriate and improper use of chemi-

cal agents,” he said. Personally, I find the
images and viral videos disturbing to say
the least, and I can think of no other word
to describe the police’s actions but wrong.
Further, we live in a country where
peaceful protesters are typically portrayed
as heroes. Many see the civil rights movement, which achieved its goals through
non-violent marches and sit-ins, as a model for effective change. The first amendment of our constitution guarantees the
rights of free speech and assembly to all
citizens. Thus, to see students have those
rights forcibly snatched away contradicts
values that are said to be “American.”
The simple idea that a non-violent
protest could be quelled so cruelly also
has disturbing implications. “The biggest
threat to our health and safety is not a tent
on a lawn,” wrote Linda Lye of the ACLU,
“but the threat to the very health of our
democracy when we respond to peaceful political expression with the violent
excesses of a police state.”
The incident at UC Davis may be a
single, upsetting case, but it is essential
to give it due attention. We live in times
where political tensions run high. Now
more than ever, it is vital that citizens have
the right to voice their opinions.

Bryan Patrick/Sacramento Bee/MCT

Protesters returned to University of
California, Davis Monday, November
21, 2011, for another day of demonstrations after campus police officers
pepper-sprayed a group of students
in Davis, California.
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All-school holiday ends semester on high (Wassailing) note

by Jack Feldman ‘15
Park organizes tons of events. From
sold-out performances of Oliver! to frequent Goldsoundz coffeehouse-style
shows, there’s always something going
on for Upper School students, as well as
for whomever else is interested, to get
involved in.
But excluding the recent change in
May Day’s audience that came about
just last year, and the occasional fire drill
during the school day, there’s really only
one time that the entire school community

comes together in one room for an event:
the annual all-school holiday assembly.
Each year, on the last afternoon before winter break, full of candy canes
and anticipation, almost 900 people
join together. All students (from Lower,
Middle, and Upper Schools), as well as
all faculty members, head to the athletic
center to spend the remainder of the day.
The crowd is always massive on a scale
that one doesn’t notice during the rest of
the year. So what is it about the all-school
assembly that’s so special?
I get the feeling that I don’t just speak
for myself when I say that I’ve always
appreciated the opportunity that the allschool assembly provides. Sure, there are
important sports games, plays, retreats,

homecoming dances, and countless other
school activities, but never is the whole
school involved the way it is during this
assembly.
We get the rare chance to come together as a community, and are given the
chance to share. Including Lower School
chorus performances, teacher and student
stories, as well as the Vocal Chords’ and
Eightnotes’ annual Christmas-themed
performances, a voice can be heard from
each member of the community. It’s such
a special occasion that even our head of
school gets to address us with a speech as
an entire audience, with nobody left out.
Not only does the all-school assembly serve as a way to rally the community together, but it also gives students

downtime before closing school for the
vacation. While students in other schools
might be spending their remaining hours
before break staring anxiously at a clock
with painfully bored looks on their faces,
our school is generous enough to let us
just relax with holiday songs and stories
before vacation.
So on Friday, when you’re sitting in
the bleachers listening to Parksingers
belt out the lyrics to “Here We Come aWassailing,” or texting your parents with
questions about your trip to Florida, take
a second to appreciate the way we conclude the 2011 year, because among all the
noisy lower schoolers and annoying microphone feedback, is a complete school
community.

Students should volunteer beyond Day of Service Not so progressive after all?

by Samantha Max ‘14

to put it on their college applications. It would be great if this
weren’t the case, and if all students helped out in the community simply out of the kindness
in their hearts.
But, though I don’t totally
agree with it, community service
for a college application is not a
horrible thing. Even if students
aren’t doing community service
based on moral convictions, at
least they are being proactive
and thinking about their goals.
No one reminds Park kids to take
extra steps for their future, but
we do it anyway.
If service hours were required,
I think that things would be different; community service would
feel like more of a task. Not just
because most Park students love
to be contrarian, but also because
we like to feel self-motivated and
self-accomplished.
On the single day of the year
when we are required to do
community service, The Day of
Community Service Building
and Reflection, many students
don’t even come to school. I’ll
admit that I stayed home this
year as well. It is not because I
am against the school coming together and helping out the com-

munity, but because I don’t think
that devoting three hours once
a year to community service is
particularly beneficial.
Carol Kinne, coordinator
of this annual event, said that
the purpose of Day of Service
is “[the whole school] doing
something at the same time.”
However, there are very few
options that are particularly productive; meditating for a few
hours is not exactly helping the
needy. Besides, three hours of
kindness does not make up for a
whole year. Community service
should be a huge part of life for
us, something in which we invest
a habitual amount of time.
Everyone at this school is
very fortunate and privileged;
there are millions of people in
the world, and thousands in Baltimore City alone, that would
love to go to such a great school.
It is easy to forget how lucky we
are, which is why it is crucial that
so many students volunteer on
a regular basis and remind ourselves, even if just for an hour a
week. Park students are most inspired to do this when we aren’t
forced to, but rather, when we
choose to do so simply because
of our self-motivation.

Park’s philosophy, culture,
and practice are unique, to say
the least. One aspect that truly
sets us apart is our lack of mandatory community service hours.
Almost every other school in
Baltimore, and throughout the
country, compels students to fulfill up to 60 hours of community
service in order to graduate. Park
has no such requirement.
Ironically, another part of our
school that is truly special is
our endless amount of optional
community service opportunities. Students can volunteer at
soup kitchens in Baltimore City
on the weekends, fundraise and
help build houses for Habitat
for Humanity, tutor at charter
schools like Lockerman Bundy
and KIPP. Many of these groups
were started by students, not by
teachers, and they continue to
thrive on student engagement
and interest.
Few other schools have so
many community service options, not to mention, opportunities that a lot of students are
really passionate about. A huge
portion of the student body
takes part in service on a regular basis. This goes well with
the philosophy’s statement that
“positive expectations produce
positive virtues.” Though this
idea is sometimes overstated, I
think that this belief is a huge
part of why our school has such
a flourishing community service
program.
photo by P. Hilsee
Of course, there are plenty of
students who choose to take part This year’s annual Day of Service, November 23, saw students
in community service primarily cleaning up campus, preparing food, and volunteering off-site.

by David Agronin ‘13
We often like to think that
our school is special. We get a
say in our classes by filling out
course evaluations; we have Immersion Week and we call our
teachers by their first names. Far
more progressive than the local
alternatives, Park does offer a
unique—and what most of us
would probably call a superior—
learning experience.
But in comparison to other
progressive and alternative
schools across the country, Park
may actually be far more conventional than we would like to
believe. The truth is, we have the
potential to be far more progressive.
Most of us know the story of
how Park came to be a progressive school. In 1912, several
Baltimore notables gathered together in response to the declining quality of public education
in the area and the lack of nondenominational private schools.
Following the ideals of John
Dewey, whom many refer to as
the father of progressive education, The Park School was born.
The philosophy was written in
1980, and with the guidance of
teachers and administrators, the
school has developed into today’s familiar form.
That form, and that progressivism, have begun to lose
its edge as the centennial approaches. Student involvement
in school affairs has diminished
recently; only one student ran
for Student Council President,
with one also running for Vice
President. This is problematic,
as student participation in the
learning process is the cornerstone of progressive education.
Elana Liebow-Feeser ’14 agreed:
“I was in Senate last year, and I

feel like we got a chance to see
the underground influence that
we as students had, but I think
that that wasn’t well represented to the rest of the students, so
it’s difficult to be motivated to
get involved if you don’t think
you’re having any effect.”
The fact that students have
the opportunity to participate
in important decisions at the
school, but that they choose not
to, demonstrates how engrained
educational conservatism is in
our minds. “It really depends on
how involved the students want
to be,” said Elliot Essman ’12.
“Sometimes [we] are lazy.”
If a lack of student participation is the bane of increased
progressivism at Park, then one
school in New York may hold
the solution. The Brooklyn Free
School, recently featured on the
PRI program This American
Life, is an alternative school
with no administration and a
completely democratic process
of school governing. Students
(from grades one to 12, even
though grades aren’t separated
by age) meet and vote on issues
regarding classes, scheduling
and discipline of other students.
The meetings are, of course, run
by students. Students aren’t just
involved in decision-making at
the Brooklyn Free School; they
run it.
At Park, we don’t need to
take as extreme a stance as is
taken at the Brooklyn Free
School, but we can still learn
from it. Students can make huge
change in a school, but only if
they show interest. So Park students, the level of progressivism
here depends on you. We can decide whether we want to be like
the Brooklyn Free School, like
Gilman, or like somewhere in
the middle.
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Podcast focuses on profiles, features stories
Park School’s Week in Review replaced by new show modeled after This American Life
by Evan Semenza ‘14
Imagine sitting on your front porch,
sipping coffee and discussing the local
news with the likes of Tom Waits, Malcolm X, Jesus, and your neighborhood’s
garbage man. Imagine the conversations
that would take place, the differences of
opinion on any given subject. This “intelligent neighborhood chitchat” is English
teacher Kirk Wulf’s dream for Park’s
newly rejuvenated Podcast.
Wulf, the faculty adviser for the Podcast club, is overseeing a transition of the
podcast’s theme from a weekly review of
Park events to a less frequently released
show that in some ways is, according to
Wulf, modeled after Chicago radio program This American Life.
The show, created by Ben Hyman ‘06
in 2006, started out as Park School’s Week
In Review, a weekly release, which, according to former producer Allie Semenza
’07, was made up of a featured story on a

recent or ongoing topic, as well as a recap
of the week’s school and sports news, followed by a “concert calendar,” a schedule
of upcoming concerts in the Baltimore
area.
Week In Review was “meant to be this,
crisp, eight-minute thing,” said Wulf, who
referred to the podcast’s style as “straight
reportage.”
Semenza concurred regarding the style
of Week In Review, saying “they’d prepare
questions ahead of time; [the weekly featured story was] like a news interview,
really.”
As the popularity of Week In Review
grew over time, so did the length and
scope of the show, as well as the technical problems and time restraints: “We
were doing something ambitious, and we
couldn’t finish the shows,” said Wulf.
As a result, the podcast has faded almost out of existence over the last two
years, and has become something that,
until this year, was unknown to many

students.
That is changing this year, as Wulf—
along with a group of students that includes Robin VanHouten ’12, Rachel
Kohn ’12 and Christopher Mergen ’14—is
reviving the podcast as a show that focuses on the ways in which different people
tell stories.
The goal of the podcast is to share the
opinions of many different people regarding an issue—in Wulf’s words, “how
[different people] tell a story about what
we’re all going through.”
The club does not want the new podcast, which is still in search of a name, to
be a news show, and, this time around, it
doesn’t seek popularity in the Park community: “Our job is not to be big,” Wulf
said. “I think it’s to be companionable.”
The new theme of the show could serve
it well, as many students, like Bryan May
’14, think it has great potential: “I think
the podcast is a great idea…I really think
it could get some attention if they had

some interesting topics.”
May added that the podcast could use a
little more publicity, as he only found out
about it after a recent assembly, and said
it took some digging to find the podcast
on the Internet.
Wulf’s desire for the episodes to consist of “intelligent neighborhood chitchat”
may already be coming true in the podcast’s first episode, which focuses on how
the September 11 attacks affected the student body—a group of people who were
very young at the time of the event.
The episode features interviews with
more than 10 people, providing differing
opinions and stories, which are, in Wulf’s
words, a way of relating to this fact that
we all share, the experience of September
11.
The club hopes to release at least four
episodes this school year, including one
that would look at the process of naming,
and another that would explore “the richness and brokenness” of Baltimore city.

How to Succeed on Broadway from one who knows
by Hannah Blau ‘15 and
Sheridan Merrick ‘15
If you passed by the stage door of the
Al Hirschfeld Theatre in New York City
on the evening of October 14, you would
have seen two anxious-looking teenage
girls waiting in the rain. We happened to
be those girls, waiting for Rose Hemingway – the leading lady starring beside
Daniel Radcliffe and John Larroquete in
the 50th anniversary revival of the Broadway show How to Succeed in Business
Without Really Trying.
Sporting a blue button-down shirt and
cowboy boots, Hemingway led us to her
dressing room, where we had the opportunity to talk to her about her journey to
the Broadway stage.
How to Succeed in Business Without
Really Trying, which is set in the 1950’s,
follows the story of J. Pierpont Finch
(Daniel Radcliffe), a young aspiring businessman trying to make his way to the top
of the World Wide Wickets Company. At
curtain, Finch is seen reading his book,
which tells him: “Dear reader, this little
book is designed to tell you everything
you need to know about the science of
getting ahead.” Finch is worried that he
doesn’t have what it takes, but the book
assures him, “If you have education and
intelligence and ability, so much the better. But remember that thousands have
reached the top without any of these qualities.”
Hemingway plays Finch’s love-interest, Rosemary Pilkington, a spunky secretary whose life goal is to live in New
Rochelle with a successful husband.
“She’s not your average ingénue,” said
Hemingway.
“She’s really ambitious and driven…

photo courtesy www.exposay.com
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Broadway actor Rose Hemingway (above, top right, and bottom, began her career at the age of eight in a youth theater group. She now stars alongside Daniel Radcliffe (bottom right) in How to Succeed in Business Without Really Trying.

to achieve that goal. And maybe that’s
not the same goal that you and I would
have…. But she has that same ambition
and that same drive.”
“She’s a lot of fun,” because even
though they do the show eight times a
week, “she’s still growing”.
Hemingway’s artistic career started in
Philadelphia, when she was eight years
old while taking tumbling classes at a local community center. “The woman who
worked for the youth theater group (putting on a production of Peter Pan) came
into the tumbling class to see if there
would be any kids interested in playing
flipping pirates,” said Hemingway. “That
was my first show and I was kind of
hooked after that.”
Hemingway began to increase her focus on theater during her teenage years.
“My priorities sort of started to shift and

all the other activities that I was involved
in became secondary and sort of fell by
the way-side because I just wanted to do
more and more theater.”
During High School, she worked at the
Rainbow Company, a theater company
that “was based on the idea of bringing
theater and the arts to …lower-income
families and kids in the public school system,” said Hemingway. “It was my first
experience being paid to perform,” she
said. And discovering that she could make
money off of her talent, Hemingway decided that theater “was worth pursuing.”
But theater is a tough career choice.
“It’s not all glamour. For sure,” said
Hemingway. In fact, “I was unemployed
for a whole year,” she said. But, “I have
a very bizarre ability to keep going. Even
when I was really discouraged.”
“…A good way to look at the business

photo courtesy mediagallery.usatoday.com

is that 99 percent of it is auditioning and
one percent is actually getting to work…
..A lot of that is what it means to be an
actor. There are lots of actors out there
who aren’t employed who are probably
working way harder than I am, because
they’re pounding the pavement trying to
get a paying job,” said Hemingway.
And even though Hemingway is now
employed, that doesn’t keep her from
working any less. She’s still auditioning
and taking classes before shows because,
as she says, “there’s always something
else to go towards or reach for or dream
of achieving.”
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Serve yourself YogoLaada invites overspending
by Josh Schwartz ‘14
If you’re looking for something new
and interesting for dessert, try YogoLaada’s delicious frozen treats. YogoLaada is
a small frozen yogurt place in the Woodholme Square Shopping Center at 1860D
Reisterstown Road that opened about four
months ago. The store is set up in a doit-yourself style, which adds to its appeal
and charm.
According to the Pikesville Patch, a local online news source, the owners, Nicole
Chittavong and Ben Lipov, got the idea
from similar frozen yogurt places they’d
seen in California. They said that they
wanted people to have the same experience here.
This is how the store works: step in,
pick up a huge cup to fill with frozen yogurt, walk over to the five machines—
each containing two flavors, located along
one wall of the store—and pump in some
yogurt. Stick with just one flavor, or decide to layer. Afterwards, transport the
treat over to a topping bar, add toppings,

photo by L.Shapiro ‘12

including fresh fruit, brownies, nuts,
crushed candy bars and dollop them onto
the yogurt. The employees then weigh
your yogurt and you step aside to pay.
Although this is the first frozen yogurt
place nearby, it is similar to the popular
ice-cream store Coldstone Creamery, with
a few modifications. The idea at Coldstone is to buy ice cream not for the ice
cream, but for the stuff; you watch as your
server mixes in a variety of toppings of
your choice.
Coldstone’s ice cream is rich, while
YogoLaada’s flavors are much lighter; it
offers planned out combinations, such as

Apple Pie a La Coldstone or Cheesecake
Fantasy while YogoLaada’s flavors are
simpler, like pumpkin or vanilla. YogoLaada’s choices are also healthier because
most are either non-fat or low fat. The
smallest Coldstone containers hold around
330 calories of ice cream, while a YogoLaada serving size averages at about 100
calories.
YogoLaada does frozen yogurt differently, but still does it well. By making flavors less sweet, there is room for
more toppings, YogoLaada’s forte. The
toppings add flavor and texture, and can
be mixed and matched to create innumerable tastes. My favorites are the miniature
cheesecake pieces, the fresh berries, and
the shredded coconut. There are enough
toppings for someone to potentially come
back many times and manage to create different combinations out of the 10 flavors
available.
YogoLaada also appeals to a wide
range of people. It is certified kosher,
which makes it accessible to many who
live in that area. Due to its mostly low or

non-fat yogurt flavors, people who would
like to go for a healthier alternative can
opt for YogoLaada.
That being said, the system is a bit of
a scam; it is very obviously designed to
make you spend extra money. The smallest serving container still holds more frozen yogurt than any single person could
ever eat, but it always feels like a waste
if you don’t fill up the entire container.
Also, the only place prices are shown is
on a very small sign the size of printer
paper, which I didn’t even notice until
my third time there. And once you realize how expensive it’s getting you can’t
simply dump it out or put it back into the
machine, and your frozen yogurt must
be weighed and paid for. At 45 cents per
ounce, it cost nearly $10 just for my cup
of frozen yogurt.
YogoLaada has a good system with a
few flaws. The store is a wonderful idea,
and as long as you are aware of the spending implications, and pay careful attention
to how much you put in to your cup, you
are in for a delicious treat.

Childish Gambino’s Camp shows
his versatility as a musical artist
by Jordan Williams ‘12

photo courtesy freetrailers.info

The Muppets haven’t aged much
by Peter Califano ‘14
The Muppets is the seventh feature film
based on the classic 1954 TV show —the
first Muppets’ film since 1996—which
opened in theaters November 23. The
movie is set in current society where the
Muppet Show members have disbanded
after years of performance. It follows
Walter, the world’s largest Muppet fan—
Muppet-like in appearance himself, as he
takes a vacation to Los Angeles to tour the
Muppet studios.
While there he overhears Statler and
Waldorf planning to sell the Muppet Theater to oil mogul Tex Richman (Chris
Cooper) who plans to drill for oil below
the theater. Walter then must help Kermit
the Frog rally the rest of the Muppets to
put on a show to raise $10,000,000 to save
the Muppet Theater.
The movie then follows Walter’s
brother Gary (Jason Segal) and Gary’s
girlfriend Mary (Amy Adams). This subplot plays out as a cliché story of Gary’s
neglectfulness as a boyfriend due to his
devotion to his brother, which ultimately
results in Gary’s inevitable choice between Walter and Mary. This strong sense
of family between Walter and Gary at-

tracts the younger demographic and fortunately doesn’t feel too cheesy.
The Muppets plays heavily towards
modern pop culture, with many celebrity
cameos including those from Jack Black,
Neil Patrick Harris, John Krasinski, and
Whoopi Goldberg. The involvement
of pop culture is most definitely meant
to bring in the younger generation and
it works reasonably well. However, as
expected with a movie made to cater to
adults and children, there are several jokes
that will most likely go over the heads of
younger kids. This kind of humor could
also bore adults because it tends to get old
after a while.
The integrity of the show was well
kept. You will find the entire cast of the
Muppets here; the Muppets themselves
have, thankfully, not been changed. Classic songs like “The Rainbow Connection”
and “Mahna Mahna” are prominently
played.
Despite mediocre humor, the movie
does the Muppets justice. I had a vain
hope that it would be void of today’s popculture, but even with its prominence, the
film successfully reintroduces the Muppets without changing the core of the
original show.

overall vibe of the album.
With lines as heavy as “culture shock
is barbershop, cuz I ain’t hood enough.
We all look to the same to the cops. Ain’t
that good enough?” to lyrics that comically portray his obsession with Asian
girls, in Camp, we truly get to know
Donald Glover.
But, with reoccurring themes in
many of the songs on Camp, sometimes
Glover’s topics can feel repetitive, if not
forced. And, at times, Glover’s comedic
involvement can feel corny, if not unnecessary. With lines such as “forget these
white girls, I need some variation… Especially if she’s very Asian” the listener
either loves it, or, in the case of media
review outlet Pitchfork, despises it and
finds it strained.
But, with punch line oriented, to comedic, to conscious tracks, there is a
little bit of everything for everyone. To
some, this makes Camp seem spotty and
unorganized, but to many, this gives the
listeners an opportunity to see the many
sides of the Childish Gambino.
“That Power,” the last song of the album, ends the experience with an eight
minute storytelling track similar to the
beginning of the album. After two verses
of the Gambino rapping as if he is standing at a mountaintop, he ends the last
five minutes with a story narrating his
last Camp experience. The last rapper to
end his album with a story was Kanye
West, in The College Dropout.
Although Camp has its weak moments,
it’s a great album as a whole. From the
high school senior who needs a stress
reliever, to the socially pressured nerd
waiting for his time to come, the Childish Gambino gives you a lot to relate to
photo courtesy spiffyadam.tumblr.com in Camp.

To many, Donald Glover is a writer
who’s worked for both The Daily Show
and 30 Rock. To others, he is a wellknown comedian who started out making
YouTube videos and now sells out shows
around the country. But, as of November
15, Donald Glover, also known as the
Childish Gambino, showed himself to
be a musician, with the release of his
fourth album, Camp. While Gambino is
known for his comedic role on NBC’s
Community, in Camp, he also manages
to discuss topics such as race, masculinity, relationships, and street cred while
maintaining his playful persona.
In the opening track, “Outside,” Glover sets the tone with a narrative about
social acceptance and his rough upbringing in Stone Mountain, Georgia. With
a full choir that doesn’t resemble that
of Logic Studio or an artificial program
supporting him melodically, the listener
immediately notices the quality of production. Glover then segues into “Fire
Fly,” an upbeat synth-oriented tune to
balance the intensity of the first track.
Within the first two tracks of Camp, listeners already get a strong sense of the
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Sonnenfeld ‘12 excels as first-year hoopster

Senior lacrosse standout joins Varsity Basketball team, takes starting role
by Nick Rickman ‘15
The Varsity Basketball team consists of sophomores, juniors and seniors alike, most of whom
have many years of basketball experience under
their belts. But new recruit Ham Sonnenfeld ’12
stepped on to the court this season for the first time
since eighth grade.
Not many people can play Varsity Basketball
their first year, but expectations are high for the
6’ 5” senior. “Most of my good friends are on the
team,” said Sonnenfeld, “and it’s easier this year
with a lighter work load and less pressure to play
lacrosse.”
Ham’s teammates also have high praise for him.
“Ham is an extremely talented athlete; there’s no
surprise that he has improved as quickly as he has
thus far,” said Max Berner ’12. The time off hasn’t
affected him much.
“Although he hasn’t played in a few years, his
height and athletic ability will continue to help

him develop as a basketball player,” said captain
Michael Ginsburg ’12. “He already contributes,
scoring about 6 [points] a game, and is a solid presence to have under the basket.”
Ham has been playing soccer and lacrosse almost all his life, but has not yet played the fasterpaced, more fitness-oriented game of basketball
and is stepping onto a competitive team in the B
conference; Park lost to Chapelgate in the semifinals two years ago and then to Beth Tfiloh in the
semi-finals last year.
Ham’s effort has been evident to the coaching
staff as well. “[He’s] as hard headed as the other
guys,” said Head Coach Justin McKnight. “If you
ask Ham to do something, he’ll do it. He hasn’t
developed any bad habits to stick to on the court.”
As a contender for the championship these past
two seasons – losing in the semi-finals both years –
there are high hopes that Ham can be a key player
in the campaign for a championship in his senior
year.

photos by M.Plakotoris ‘12

This year’s Boys’ Varsity Basketball team has 13 players, one more than the traditional 12; this gave Coach Justin McKnight the freedom to pick a squad with
a mix of sophomores, juniors, experienced seniors, and less experienced seniors, like Sonnenfeld.

Athletic Dept. marks success with eight all-conference players
by Eric Sussman ‘13
The Athletic Department has obviously
made progress since its inception, but this
sometimes goes unnoticed. In the past
decade, two notable exceptions were the
addition of playing fields on Sugar campus, and the construction of the Athletic
Center.
“Fifteen years ago no one could envision this building,” said Athletic Director
Ridge Diven.
Although people may not attribute athletic success at the highest levels possible
to Park, the program is changing. “We
espouse, as a department, that there’s balance,” said Diven. “Academics are number one, then there is a balance between
sports and arts. In Athletics, we want to
be excellent.”

Even if academics are first, there is still
a place for extra-curricular programs like
sports. The philosophy makes it plain: “It
is the objective of the school that students
become deeply involved in intellectual
endeavors and significant extra-curricular
activities.”
Although all of our teams may not be
competing in the best conferences, they
are still succeeding every season. A good
indicator of athletic success, other than
wins, is all-conference awards.
This fall, four Boys’ Varsity athletes
received all-conference honors in their respective sports, and considering the fact
that there are only two Boys’ Varsity fall
sports offered, it shows that we are in fact
competing at a high level.
Joining Boys’ Varsity Soccer players
Jake Abrams ‘12, Ham Sonnenfeld ’12

and Randy Conney ’13 is cross-country
runner Kyle Tribble ’13 to round out the
MIAA honorees.
Tribble who placed fourth in the championship B conference race, a 235-runner
competition (consisting of both A and B
conference runners), qualified for one
of the seven MIAA B conference honor
spots.
In Girls’ Varsity sports, four athletes
also claimed all-conference positions.
Maddi Wyda ’12 and Yen Baker ’13
earned the honors in field hockey, and
Arianna Strome ’12 and Nece Whye ’14
netted them in soccer. These are “very
representative for our conference,” said
Diven.
Park athletics have improved rapidly
over the years. The recent assembly featuring Yani Newton ’04 and Anders Hul-

leberg ’08 is a testament to what Park
athletes can do. In the past five years,
over 40 athletes have gone on to play with
teams at the college level.
The future of the department is also
bright. If you think about the amenities
a school needs to compete with the top
facilities of private schools in Baltimore,
Park may already be close.
“It’s the Athletic Director’s vision for
the program to have two turf fields and
tennis courts,” said Diven. “Everyone we
compete against has turf fields and its not
surprising we feel pressure to head in that
direction. We want that for our athletes;
it’s not vanity,” he said.
Although these assets may not be in
the immediate future, “why not have lofty
goals for yourself,” he said, “and it is my
job to do that.”
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Faces in the crowd
Sam Sugarman ‘13
Tara Smith ‘12
You won’t find Tara Smith on the fields
or in the gym at Park, but if you take a trip
to the University of Delaware, you’ll find her
gliding around on the ice. Smith is an experienced
figure skater who competes with 16 other students on a synchronized skating team. Last year
her team placed 4th in a sectional competition,
granting them the opportunity to compete in
a national competition where they placed
8th out of 16. Smith hopes to further
pursue figure skating.

she said.
This time last year, Sugarman was playing JV basketball at Park while balancing his
schedule with tennis practice several nights a week.
This year he made the decision to quit basketball, and
devote all of his time and energy to his true love, tennis.
During the offseason, Sugarman practices four nights a
week at the Pikesville Hilton. When the spring comes
around, he plays Varsity Tennis for Park alongside his
normal practice routine and weekend tournaments; this
amounts to almost 20 hours a week devoted solely
to tennis. Although Sam enjoyed his time on the
basketball team, he is confident that in the
long run, his extra time on the tennis
court will pay off.

Natalie Rudin ‘15
Rudin has already made a significant
impact on both the Indoor and Outdoor Varsity
Soccer Teams this season. Rudin has been playing
soccer since first grade and began practicing with Varsity
Coach Malick Mbengue over the summer. She earned a
starting spot during the fall season, however an ankle injury
mid-season prevented Rudin from playing in some games.
Luckily, Rudin returned to the field by the end of the season
and had an impact in the playoffs. Rudin also won a starting
spot as a midfielder for the Varsity Indoor Soccer team.
Rudin has also been playing lacrosse since third grade
and has been playing club lacrosse for the past two and
a half years. She plans to join the Park Lacrosse
program this spring. Rudin excels at both
sports and enjoys them, too. “I honestly can’t choose which one
I love more.”

True cost of college athletics goes way beyond dollars
by Andrew Bahl ‘14
Let me preface this article by
saying that I’m a big sports fan.
And I can understand those who
after reading this will say that
I’m full of it and will return to
watching Maryland basketball
or the latest football bowl game.
But if the recent sexual assault scandals at Penn State and
Syracuse have shown anything,
it’s that college athletics has gotten way too big for the good of
the athletes, the coaches, and the
universities.
The recent accusations against
an ex-Syracuse basketball assistant of molesting several ball
boys comes on the heels of the
sickening charges against Jerry
Sandusky, an ex-Penn State
football coach, who allegedly
had sexual relations with several

boys from his charity for disadvantaged youths.
To make matters worse, a
graduate assistant at Penn State
reported to legendary head coach
Joe Paterno that he saw Sandusky
in the shower with a young boy.
Paterno, a man lauded by
many for his morality throughout
his 45 year stint at the university,
did very little with what he was
told, not bothering to call the police or confront Sandusky. This
ultimately cost him his job.
To be fair, these recent events
are not the first indicators of that
college sports are too big.
Recent scandals involving
boosters (people who donate
money to the university or athletic department) lavishing gifts
and money on players at Miami and Ohio State, along with
the University of Connecticut
winning the NCAA basketball

championship with a pathetic 30
percent graduation rate, clearly
demonstrate the disturbing trends
of players getting paid to play (a
violation of NCAA rules) or academics being disregarded.
Currently, the pressure to win
in money sports (namely football
and men’s basketball) is so great
because athletic departments
have to fund sports like golf or
gymnastics.
These other sports consistently lose money, while football
and basketball can get donations
from alumni and give the school
exposure to prospective students,
not to mention money for other,
lower grossing sports.
But this pressure has translated into an embarrassingly unhealthy win at all costs attitude.
This includes the cost to the futures of the 98 percent of football
or basketball players who don’t

go pro by forcing professors to
give undeserved grades or commit academic fraud in order to
help players stay academically
eligible.
And the cost to taxpayers in
Texas who must help pay the
$5.19 million a year contract
of University of Texas football

coach Mack Brown.
And the cost to the innocent
victims of sexual assault at Penn
State when school officials sacrificed the image of the athletic
department for their well-being.
Doesn’t this seem to be a pattern? Now go back to your game
and think a little.

Nabil K. Mark/Centre Daily Times/MCT

Former Penn State football coach Jerry Sandusky gets out of
a car in front of his State College, Pennsylvania, home December

8, 2011, after posting bail.
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Zoe Mayers ‘13 bows out of Varsity Basketball
by Quinn Salditch ‘13
Zoe Mayers ’13 was one of two freshmen who made the Girls’ Varsity Basketball team in the 2009-2010 season. Since
her first year, she has been an instrumental
part of the team, both as a reliable ball
handler and as a motivating force. Despite
her impressive achievements in just two
seasons, Mayers is not playing basketball
this season.
From the age of nine, Zoe has been
snowboarding recreationally and competitively during the winter seasons. This past
summer, Mayers got fully sponsored by
a variety of companies including Capita
for her snowboard, Union for bindings,
Coal for headwear, Ashbury for goggles,
Thirtytwo for boots, and Funtastik, which
is an independent snowboarding shop.
As a sponsored athlete, Mayers is
required to be visible in the snowboarding community through video footage
on blogs, and by attending a number of
competitions. She needs to perform well
to keep her sponsors happy. “People need
to know who I am and who I ride for,”
she said. Her already-demanding snowboarding schedule has now become overwhelming.
Leaving basketball was not easy.

“It was a really, really tough decision
that I’ve been thinking about for a while,”
she said. “This year, snowboarding is like
a full time job and I need to focus on it and
be committed. It is also my junior year,
which doesn’t help.” About two weeks
into the basketball season, Mayers decided that it was best that she leave the
team. “I tried to please everyone, but it’s
really difficult,” she said.
Captain Akira Townes ’13 is the other
player who made the Varsity team when
they were freshmen. She is now the only
junior on a team that comprises one senior,
one junior, and eight sophomores. “It’s
a little weird being the only junior,” she
said, “especially since I’ve been with Zoe
since the beginning; it’s different without
her.”
Mayers had played guard for the past
two seasons alongside Townes, and for
one season alongside Sophomore Nece
Whye ’14 who joined Varsity last season.
Since Mayers’s departure, the team has
had trouble breaking the press defense due
to a lack of ball handlers. The team has
gone 2-4 so far, losing to conference rivals
St. Mary’s December 9.
“There’s a lack of Zoe-ness on the
team,” said Townes. “Everyone knows
she’s silly and she pumps the team up and

without her it’s different.”
Losing Mayers isn’t the only substantial change this year. Robin Willard, a
Middle School physical education teacher,
and MS math teacher Larry Gilbert have
become the new head coaches. Willard
and Gilbert have relevant experience,
having coached or co-coached a variety
of Girls’ and Boys’ basketball and other
teams for over 25 years. “The transition
has been easy,” said Willard, “besides the
extra time commitment.”
Mayers’ snowboarding season isn’t
in full swing just yet, but she still thinks
about her decision. “The hardest part is
not being there for my teammates,” said
Mayers. “That was the main reason I
wanted to stay.”

photos by A. Patterson ‘11

Z. Mayers ‘13 shows off her considerable skills in snowboarding. As a sponsored athlete, Mayers’s commitments to
the sport conflicted with attendance expectations of the Varsity Basketball team.

Girls’ JV Basketball overcomes lack of players
by Reid Danels ‘13
Despite only having eight players, the
Girls’ JV basketball team is making the
most of their season. This was evident
in the team’s rout of Beth Tfiloh in the
second game of the season.
An advantage of having a small number of players on a team is that you can
maintain good chemistry between all of
them. “We do have a small team,” said
Rebecca Shapiro ’14, “but we are getting
really close to each other.” Shapiro, who is

a key player on this year’s team, also noted that having good team chemistry has
already helped them this season. In their
game against Beth Tfiloh, they started off
down by a decent amount, but they didn’t
put their heads down, and the team was
determined to get a victory. Park came
back, and ended up winning the game
handily.
Although the Girls’ JV team has put
forth a strong team effort, there are still a
couple of crucial players that have lead to
the team’s success. Along with Shapiro,

Jenna Janes ’15, a very tenacious and talented player, has been the leading scorer
for the team. “She always comes out with
a ton of energy and really loves to drive
to the basket,” said Shapiro.
A huge obstacle that the Girls’ JV team
faces is scrimmaging during practice. As
a result of only having eight players on
the team, the girls are forced to play 4 vs.
4, as opposed to 5 vs. 5. Despite this, the
team makes the most of every practice and
the future looks bright for this young and
talented squad.

Sports to the Max

by Jake Max ‘12
There are two extracurricular events
at Park that I truly enjoy attending
every year. One is Goldsoundz, a bimonthly open mic night where students
have the opportunity to perform in an
informal environment in front of their
peers. The other is Friday night basketball, when the student body comes
out to support their Varsity team for a
7:30 game. As an underclassman I attended both of these events religiously,
but this past Friday, I didn’t have the
choice.
I had actually signed up to perform
at this Goldsoundz with my sister, as a
follow up to our performance last year
of Eminem’s “Love the Way You Lie;”
however, it came to my attention that
I had a game the same night. So, my
sister sang without me, and I didn’t
even get a chance to see her, as my
team smoked Gerstell, 62-23, for our
third victory of the season.
I think that this is a prime example
of the lack of unity in our school. We
have a thriving arts program, as well
as a proud athletic program. Yet, these
departments cannot communicate so
much as to avoid the scheduling of four
basketball games and a musical performance in the same evening. Along
with a philosophy that preaches diversity as a key to the growth of students,
shouldn’t we encourage students of
different interests to go out and support their peers in their endeavors?
I fail to see how such an oversight
can occur. Both the Goldsoundz and
basketball schedules are determined
months in advance; a simple e-mail
exchange could solve this issue. Moreover, this is not the first time that this
has happened; this issue seems to arise
at least once every basketball season.
In past years, some dedicated Goldsoundz performers have rushed to
the show after the conclusion of their
game, but this trend has slowly died
out.
Ideally, Friday night games and
Goldsoundz would not be scheduled
on the same night, let alone at the exact
same hour. The musicians would come
see their classmates play basketball,
and the basketball players would see
their friends perform. Make Goldsoundz one Friday, and basketball the next.
It’s that simple. We shouldn’t be pushing students away from each other; we
should be bringing them together. We
suffer from an obvious lack of school
spirit at Park, and it’s not hard to see
why. In the end, we can’t come together if we don’t try.

